


ORDER OF EVENTS
Please note: the order that you complete the 5 workouts on

the day will depend on which heat you are in. You will find out

your heat closer to the event. 

v02 max

strength & honour

brutal beat down

unconventional beast

the assault course 

half laps
All information on how to achieve half laps on each workout

can be found on the final page of this workout pack.



in 20mins complete the following:

600m team sandbag & ruck run 

Directly into...

1.2km team ruck run 

& in remaining time...

max individual 200m sandbag hill
sprints* 

*only 2 athletes can work at once

SCORE: total distance achieved from completed 200m hill
sprints. 

watch me here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whgoBToyUn8


vo2 max workout details
before the workout starts

each athlete in the team will be wearing a backpack and holding a sandbag (there is no set

way to carry the sandbag but we recommend resting it on top of the backpack on your

shoulders).

 teams will also be holding a rope and must carry this at all times during the team runs. 

following the sound of 3,2,1 go!
Athletes will first set off on the 600m ruck & sandbag run. Judges will be stationed along

the route and at the start/finish line. Please ensure you say your lane number to the lap

judge at the start/finish line when you complete a 600m lap. teams MUST COMPLETE ONE LAP

OF THE 600M ROUTE WITH THE BACKPACKS & SANDBAGS.

Once teams have completed the 600m ruck & sandbag run, they will all leave their

sandbags in their starting pen and will now complete a 1.2km paired run with just the

backpacks. Same rules apply as the first run (i.e. you must run together carrying the rope

at all times & please ensure you say your lane number to the lap judge at start/finish line

as you complete each 600m lap). teams must complete two laps of the 600m route with the

backpacks.  

Once teams have completeD the 1.2km ruck run, they will remove their backpacks & move to

the sandbag hill sprints. in the remaining time they have left of the 20minutes, the TEAM

must try to accumulate as many individual hill sprints in the remaining time. Only two

members of the team can perform a hill sprint at any one time and THose MEMBERs must

carry their sandbag when doing so. the team members performing the hill sprints must

return to the starting pen and tag their team member in before they can begin the next hill

sprint. The hill sprints are to be perform individually but do not need to be performed IN A

“YOU GO I GO” STRUCTURE. 

 your score is the total distance achieved from completed 200m hill sprints. 



MOVEMENT STANDARDS
bACKPACK WEIGHT: 15KG Men, 10KG women.

sandbag weight: 15kg men, 10kg women.

TEAMs must complete both the ruck & sandbag run and ruck run together. TEAMs must complete both runs

holding the rope provided. 

In the event of a team splitting up on either of the above runs, you will not be permitted to start the next

stage of the workout until ALL TEAM MEMBERS have completed the current stage you are on & you may be

penalised for splitting up.

Only TWO TEAM MEMBERs can perform the INDIVIDUAL sandbag hill sprintS at any one time. 

The team members performing the hill sprints do not need to run together, hill sprints are to be performed

individually. 

The hill sprints also do not need to be performed as “you go I go”. in other words, team members can perform

multiple hill sprints in a row. so long as there are only ever two team members performing hill sprints and

consequently two members are always in the waiting pen. 

athletes are responsible for letting the judges know each time they complete a hill sprint. EACH TIME AN

athlete has completed A lap, THEY must then go to the lap judge to get their lap counted, this must be done as

each lap is completed rather than cumulatively at the end. Failure to do so may result in your total number

of hill sprint laps not being counted. 

Please note: If a team member is completing multiple hill sprints in a row, another teammate is responsible

for notifying the lap judge each time a lap has been completed.

please ensure each member of the team uses their specific sandbag with the correct weight, this will be

clearly marked on the day. 

vo2 max workout details

lap standards
half laps: A half lap can be achieved by a team member completing half of the 200m hill sprint. 

In order to do so, say for example there are 30 seconds left of the workout and the team feels they cannot achieve a full 200m hill

sprint. So long as a team member reaches the designated line at the top of the hill before the tImE is up, they will be awarded a half

lap. The same will also be awarded for aN ATHLETE THAT HAS REACHED THE TOP OF THE HILL SPRINT AND IS RETURNING BACK TO THE START

POINT (trying to complete the full 200m hill sprint) ,  but doesn‘t make it back before the end of the workout. 

If two team members both reach the half way point before the workout ends, the team will receive two half laps.

in order to ensure a half lap is awarded, the athlete completing the hill sprint must go straight to the half lap judge stationed at

the top of the hill as soon as the workout is completed.

if your team does not complete the 600m sandbag & ruck run as well as the 1.2k ruck run and therefore does not get the chance

to complete any sandbag hill sprints before the 20 minutes is up, your score on the workout will be zero.



vo2 max workout details
verifying your score - new for this year! 

at the end of this workout, teams must go to their lap judge to check their score. if in their

opinion, their scorecard is correct, any one team member must sign their scorecard there and

then. Once signed, teams are no longer allowed to query the score. Only one team member needs

to sign their scorecard.

alternatively, at the end of the workout, if the team go to check their score and believe there

has been a miscount or would like to query something, they must do so there and then. At which

point the head judge and if necessary, one of the umpires will have final say on whether any

adjustments are to be made to the score. oNCE A DECISION HAS BEEN MADE, one team member MUST

SIGN THE (UPDATED) SCORESHEET to acknowledge that they are happy with the recorded score. Once

again, Once signed, teams are no longer allowed to query the score. Only one team member needs

to sign their scorecard.



watch me here

in 20mins complete as many laps as
possible of:

-10 sandbag over shoulder
 

-20m sandbag carry 

-20m tyre flips

Then...

-100m paired running lap

SCORE: total number of laps you achieve in 20
minutes.

by each same sex pair

by each same sex pair

in mixed pairs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1z2_OHb-Hl0


strength & honour workout details
before the workout starts

all 4 team members will be standing on the start line with their sandbags on the ground. 

following the sound of 3,2,1 go!
Athletes will perform the sandbag portion of the workout in same sex pairs. so each pair will

perform 10 sandbag over shoulder with their sandbag. There is not set structure as to how the

reps are completed by each pair, in other words, the 10 REPS can be split between each member of

the pair as they would like. 

once the 10 sandbag over shoulder have been completed by each pair, each SANDBAG MUST then BE

CARRIED INDIVIDUALLY TO THE DESIGNATED 20 METRE LINE. Again, there is no set structure on how pairs

must carry the sandbag, the 20 metres can be split between team members in each pair or

performed entirely by one member. the only rule is that the sandbags must be carried

individually.

Once both the men’s sandbag and women’s sandbag have been placed over the 20m line. 

Athletes WILL THEN MOVE TO THE TRACTOR TYRE PLACED AT THE 20M LINE AND will Proceed to flip tHE

TYRE back 20m to the start line until the tyre has crossed the designated line. teams must flip the

tyre in mixed pairs. 

any two athletes must then complete the 100m running lap together and let the lap judge know

their lane number as they pass them. 

Once the running lap is completed, teams CAN then start a new round.

pLEASE NOTE: Each round will always begin with the sandbag over shoulder, followed by the

sandbag carries AND THEN THE TYRE FLIPS regardless of the position of the implements on the

field. 

teams must continue this for 20 minutes trying to achieve as many laps as possible in the allotted

time. pLEASE SEE THE NEXT PAGE FOR INFORMATION ON HALF LAPS. 



strength & honour workout details
 sandbag over shoulder & carry MOVEMENT STANDARDS

male sandbag weight - 55kg | female sandbag weight - 35kg

For the sandbag OVER SHOULDER,  teams will split into same sex pairs and each pair will perform

10 sandbag over shoulder with their allocated sandbag. 

THE SANDBAG must start on the ground, athletes will proceed to pick the sandbag up from the

ground with their hands before lifting the sandbag explosively past their hip and chest and

over one of their shoulders (OF THEIR CHOICE). the next rep can begin as soon as the sandbag

lands on the ground. athletes must count their own reps, however, stewards will be on hand to

ensure reps are being counted correctly. Any attempt to cut reps or not perform the movement

correctly may result in a points deduction. 

athletes can choose to rest the sandbag off of the ground at any point during a rep, however, if

the sandbag falls back to the ground at any point (before passing over the shoulder), this rep

will not count and they must start the rep again FROM THE GROUND. the sandbag passing over the

shoulder is defined as just that, the sandbag must move over the shoulder & not aro und it. 

Once each pair have completed their 10 sandbag over shoulder, both pairs must now complete  a

20m sandbag carry. within each pair, One team member does not need to carry their sandbag the

entire 20m, they can rest at any point or split the carry between their partner. if pairs wish to

split the carry, athletes are not allowed to pass the sandbag to one another, the sandbag

must be placed on the ground and then be picked up BY THE OTHER team mate before proceeding. 

The sandbag must be placed over the 20m line in order for the carry to be completed. dragging

of the bag or rolling it on the ground during the carry is not allowed. 

athletes are not allowed to physically assist their team mates with their sandbag over

shoulder or sandbag carry in any way. 

TYRE FLIP MOVEMENT STANDARDS
tyres must be flipped in mixed sex pairs (I.E. 1 man and 1 woman). the workout does not have to be

completed as 'a you go i go' between pairs, and the specific combination of mixed pairs doES not

need to stay the same throughout...athletes WILL choose their own strategy.

tyre weight - approx 170k



strength & honour workout details
Lap standards

A full lap is only completed once each same sex pair in the team has completed their 10 sandbag over

shoulder, their 2om sandbag carry, the tractor has been flipped 20 metres in mixed pairs and then any

two team MEMBERs have COMPLETEd the 100m running lap. If the team simply completes both sandbag

over shoulder, the sandbag carries and then the tyre flips (and not the running lap), this will not

count as a full lap. 

a half lap can be achieved by each pair within the team completing their 10 sandbag over shoulder &

20m sandbag carry followed by any two team mates completing the 100m running lap

SO for example, if you have 2 minutes left in the 20 minutes, teams can make the decision to go for a half

lap. in order to achieve this, pairs must complete the requisite work as outlined above. 

when completing the 100m running lap, please let the lap judge know your lane number as well as that

you are completing a half lap. thE HEAD JUDGE WIll THEN BE ABLE TO VERIFY THIS ONCE THE WORKOUT IS

COMPLETED BY WHERE IMPLEMENTS ARE POSITIONED on the field.  

verifying your score - new for this year! 
at the end of this workout, teams must go to their lap judge to check their score. if in their

opinion, their scorecard is correct, any one team member must sign their scorecard there and

then. Once signed, teams are no longer allowed to query the score. Only one team member needs

to sign their scorecard.

alternatively, at the end of the workout, if the team go to check their score and believe there

has been a miscount or would like to query something, they must do so there and then. At which

point the head judge and if necessary, one of the umpires will have final say on whether any

adjustments are to be made to the score. oNCE A DECISION HAS BEEN MADE, one team member MUST

SIGN THE (UPDATED) SCORESHEET to acknowledge that they are happy with the recorded score. Once

again, Once signed, teams are no longer allowed to query the score. Only one team member needs

to sign their scorecard.



watch me here 

in 20mins complete as many laps as
possible of:

-10 synchronised burpee over line

-15m bear crawl tyre pull (in mixed pairs)

-10 synchronised keg ground 2 overhead

-15m rope tyre pull (in mixed pairs)

Then...

-100m paired running lap

SCORE: total number of laps you achieve in 20
minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0RLcrtQUeuo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0RLcrtQUeuo


brutal beat down workout details
following the sound of 3,2,1 go!

Athletes will perform 10 synchronised chest to floor burpees. for each rep, athletes will

perform a burpee to the floor and then once stood up, athletes will jump over the line in

front of them (0.8 metre). Upon landing, Athletes will then turn and perform the next chest

to floor burpee followed by a jump back to their original starting line. Athletes will

continue until 10 total reps have been completed. 

For all 'synchronised movements, you do not need to be in exact time with your team mates,

however, you are not allowed to start the next movement in the workout until all of you

have completed the prescribed reps of the previous synchronised movement. 

Once the 10 burpees have been completed, athletes will proceed to the bear crawl tyre pull

which they must complete in mixed pairs (there will be two tyres per team). before they

start the weighted bear crawl, both Athletes in each pair will place the provided straps

around each shoulder, athletes must then place both hands and feet on the ground in the

starting bear crawl position before beginning. both pairs will then proceed to drag each

tyre along the floor to the designated finishing Line.

Once completed, all athletes will then move onto the 10 synchronised keg ground 2

overhead, ensuring they are extending their arms fully at the top of each rep and touching

the keg on the ground before the next rep. Please see above note on synchronised movement

standards as same rules will apply. 

Once completed, athletes will return back to their original starting point (where they

performed the burpees) and in their mixed pairs, proceed to use the rope to drag their tyre

back across the designated finishing Line. Once completed, ANY TWO athleteS will perform a

100m running lap together before starting the next round. 

Your score is the total number of laps you can achieve in 20 minutes. Please see the next

page for information on half laps. 



brutal beat down workout details
burpee over line movement standard

athletes must perform a CHEST TO FLOOR burpee and then jump forward over the line marked (0.8 METRE). the hands of each athlete

must start on or behind the designated start line and athletes must touch their chest on the ground on each rep before standing up.

Once stood up, they must jump forward over the designated line, upon landing, they must turn and peRform the next rep in the

opposite direction. athletes’ feet must fully cross the line in order for the rep to count. if this does not happen, that rep will not

count and must be repeated. 

Synchronisation: whilst you should make an effort to move in time with your team mates as this will allow you to move more

quickly, you will not be penalised for being out of time with each other. tHE WORD 'synchronised' refers to that particular section of

the workout, in other words, you are not allowed to start the next movement in the workout until all of you have completed the 10

reps of burpees. 

it is your responsibility to count the 10 reps. we recommend designating a rep counter in your team and have them count the reps

aloud. 

we will also have several movement standard judges on the day to ensure no one is cutting reps AND burpeeS ARE BEING PERFORMED

CORRECTLY IN LINE WITH THE ABOVE MOVEMENT STANDArDS. 

Any attempt to cheat movement standards or cut reps may result in lap deductions. 

weighted bear crawl tyre pull
Tyre weight: 55kg

Athletes MUST Perform a weighted bear crawl tyre pull IN MIXED PAIRS. EACH tyre will have 2 purple designated straps per person.

Each person will place a purple strap on either shoulder before assuming the bear crawl starting position on the ground. 

the bear crawl starting position refers to placing equal weighting on both hands and feet in the crawl position. Athletes are not

permitted to start dragging the tyre until they are in the bear crawl starting position.

When ready, athletes will proceed to pull the tyre together along the ground until they reach the designated finishing point. 

if either athlete’s knees touch the ground (or any other body part apart from hands and feet) when performing the bear crawl, the

team must stop and reset into the bear crawl position before continuing. Any attempt to slide or stand during the bear crawl in

order to advance themselves will be penalised by the judges and may result in a lap deduction. 

The hands of both athletes must fully cross the finish line before moving onto the next movement. and the hands of both athletes

must be directly underneath their shoulders at this finish point in order for the lap to be completed. athletes are not permitted to

to stretch out their arms in front of them in order to reach the finish point more quickly and thereby reduc e the distance needed

to travel on the bear crawl. any attempt to do so may be penalised and result in a lap deduction. 

 keg ground to overhead movement standards
male keg wEIGHT - 20KG

female keg WEIGHT - 15KG

athletes must hold the kegs horizontally (lengthways) during the ground to overhead, you are not permitted to hold the keg vertically &

treat the keg as a kettlebell swing. 

the keg must be on the ground at the start of each rep and your arms must be straight at the top of each rep. you are allowed to pause at

your shoulders if you wish. 

Synchronisation: whilst you should make an effort to lift in time with your team mates as this will allow you to move more quickly, you

will not be penalised for being out of time with each other.  tHE WORD 'synchronised' refers to that particular section of the workout, in

other words, you are not allowed to start the next movement in the workout  until all of you have completed the 10 reps of the ground to

overhead. 

it is your responsibility to count the 10 reps. we recommend designating a rep counter in your team and have them count the reps aloud. 

we will also have several movement standard judges on the day to ensure no one is cutting reps AND GROUND TO OVERHEADS ARE BEING

PERFORMED CORRECTLY IN LINE WITH THE ABOVE MOVEMENT STANDArDS.  

Any attempt to cheat movement standards or cut reps may result in lap deductions. 



brutal beat down workout details

Lap standards
A full LAP IS ONLY COMPLETE WHEN THE ENTIRE TEAM HAVE COMPLETED THE 10 synchronised burpee over line, both

pairs complete the 15m bear crawl tyre pulls, the team has completed the 10 synchronised keg GROUND TO

OVERHEAD, both pairs complete the 15m tyre rope pull AND ANY TWO TEAM MEMBERS COMPLETE THE 100M RUNNING LAP

together. iF YOU DO NOT COMPLETE THE 100M RUNNING LAP, YOUR LAP WILL NOT COUNT. 

hALF LAPS: A HALF LAP CAN BE ACHIEVED BY PERFORMING the 10 synchronised burpee over line, BOTH MIXED PAIRS

COMPLETING the 15m bear crawl tyre Pull and ANY TWO TEAM MEMBERS COMPLETING THE 100m running. 

sO FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU HAVE 2 MINUTES LEFT IN THE WORKOUT AND FEEL THAT YOU CANNOT COMPLETE A FULL LAP, teams

CAN PERFORM THE FIRST half OF a full lap (I.E. THE 10 synchronised burpees and the 15m bear crawl tyre pull by

each pair), ONCE THIS has been COMPLETED, ANY TWO TEAM MATES MUST THEN COMPLETE THE 100M RUNNING LAP. when

completing the 100m running lap, please let the lap judge know your lane number as well as that you are

completing a half lap. thE HEAD JUDGE WIll THEN BE ABLE TO VERIFY THIS ONCE THE WORKOUT IS COMPLETED BY WHERE

IMPLEMENTS ARE POSITIONED on the field. 

verifying your score - new for this year! 
at the end of this workout, teams must go to their lap judge to check their score. if in their

opinion, their scorecard is correct, one team member must sign their scorecard there and then.

Once signed, teams are no longer allowed to query the score. Only one team member needs to sign

their scorecard.

alternatively, at the end of the workout, if the team go to check their score and believe there

has been a miscount or would like to query something, they must do so there and then. At which

point the head judge and if necessary, one of the umpires will have final say on whether any

adjustments are to be made to the score. oNCE A DECISION HAS BEEN MADE, one team member MUST

SIGN THE (UPDATED) SCORESHEET to acknowledge that they are happy with the recorded score. Once

again, Once signed, teams are no longer allowed to query the score. Only one team member needs

to sign their scorecard.

tyre rope pull
Athletes MUST PERFORM THE TYRE rope PULL IN MIXED PAIRS. 

Once the 10 ground 2 overhead have been completed, athletes will run back to the start point and using the ropeS provided,

EACH MIXED PAIR will drag theIR tyre back along the ground. athletes must stay within the designated area when performing the

tyre pull and the entire tyre must fully cross the original starting line in order for the tyre pull to be completed. athletes

are also not permitted to drag the tyre directly from the tyre at any point, they must pull from the rope. 

It is the team’s responsibility to ensure that the rope is laid OUT ready to be pulled each round. This can be done following the

keg ground 2 overhead, as teams are returning to the starting position for the rope tyre pull. 

Once completed, any two team members cAN perform the 100m running lap together. 



watch me here

in 20mins complete as many laps as possible of:

Split into same sex pairs...

One partner completes:

-15m block carry & 15m log zercher carry

-15M WHEELBARROW WALK 

Then the other partner completes: 

-15M WHEELBARROW WALK

-15m block carry & 15m log zercher carry

Then...

-100m paired running lap

SCORE: total number of completed laps you achieve in
20 minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92AEdS8MvEM


unconventional beast workout details
before the workout starts

teams will split into same sex pairs and will stand in their lane (without

holding any equipment). 

following the sound of 3,2,1 go!

One athlete from each pair must carry THEir FARMER'S BLOCKS & their log to

15m and PLACE THEM OVER THE 15M LINE (in any order they choose).

Then, the same athlete (with the assistance of the other partner), must

complete a 15m wheelbarrow walk to the next 30m line. 

Once completed, the other athlete must now complete this all in reverse,

starting with the wheelbarrow walk back to the 15m line, followed by

carrying their farmer’s block & log back to the start line. 

oNCE ALL IMPLEMENTS HAVE BEEN RETURNED TO THE START LINE, any two team

mates MUST COMPLETE THE 100M RUNNING LAP TOGETHER. 

oNCE COMPLETED, the teams can start a new round with one member of each

pair, again STARTing by CARRYing THEir IMPLEMENTS TO THE 15M LINE following by

the 15m wheelbarrow walk to the 30m line etc, CONTINUING THIS PROCESS FOR 20

MINUTES, TRYING TO ACHIEVE AS MANY LAPS AS POSSIBLE. Please see the next pageS

for information on half laps. 



MOVEMENT STANDARDS AND WEIGHTS 
farmer's carry weight - men=25k each hand / women=15k each hand 

Log zercher carry weight - MEN= 50KG / wOMEN= 35KG

Athletes can choose to carry the implements in any order they choose, however,  athletes must have carried their

farmer’s block & log to the 15m line before beginning the wheelbarrow walk. The same rule applies on the way back,

athletes must complete the returning 15m wheelbarrow walk before completing the set of farmer’s blocks and log

carries back to the start line. 

In addition, in each pair, 1 athlete must always complete the two carries (log and block carry) to the 15m line followed

by the wheelbarrow walk to the 30m line whilst the other partner must complete all 3 exercises back to the start line

(i.e. the wheelbarrow walk back to the 15m line followed by the log carry & block carry back to the start line). 

aTHLETES MUST PICK UP THE FARMER'S BLOCKS FROM THE SCAFFOLDING HANDLES. YOU ARE NOT PERMITTED TO PICK THEM UP directly

FROM THE BLOCKS. Any attempt to cheat movement standards will be penalised and may result in a lap deduction.

Athletes ARE PERMITTED TO PICK UP THE LOG IN ANY WAY THEY CHOOSE BUT THEY must carry the log carry in the front rack (i.e.

in the front of your chest as displayed in the video), you are not permitted to carry it IN ANY OTHER WAY. 

All implements must be carried, No dragging of implements of any kind is permitted. If seen, this will be penalised and may

result in a lap deduction.  

you do not need to perform ANY OF THE 15m carries unbroken, I.E., if you need to put an implement down at ANY POINT, re-

grip and then complete the 15m distance, that is permitted.

chalk, glue and gloves are permitted, lifting straps are not.  

in every lap, both athletes in each pair must perform a 15m wheelbarrow walk, one athlete cannot perform both 15m

wheelbarrow walks,

The athlete holding their partner's legs can hold any part of the leg from the knee downwards (to the foot). Any

attempt to essentially carry the person performing the wheelbarrow walk in order to make the movement easier for

them is not allowed and MAY result in a points deduction. You role is to support the person PERFORMING THE wheelbarrow

walk rather than lead the movement.

the person performing the wheelbarrow walk must support their weight on their hands at all times and move their

hands forward as if they are walking. you can rest within the 15m IF NEEDED AND BREAK UP THE WHEELBARROW WALK,

HOWEVER, no sliding of any kind is permitted, if any body part apart from your hands touches the ground during the

walks, you must stop. 

The speed you go is up to you, however, any attempt at trying to cheat the movement standard may result in a lap

deduction. 

yOUR HANDS MUST START BEHIND THE designated start LINE as you begin THE WHEELBARROW WALKS AND THE 15M IS COMPLETE

ONCE YOUR HANDS HAVE CROSSED THE finish LINE (I.E. YOUR WHOLE BODY AND/YOUR PARTNER DOES NOT NEED TO CROSS THE LINE). This

will be clearly marked on the day.

unconventional beast workout details



UNCONVENTIONAL BEAST workout details

verifying your score - new for this year! 
at the end of this workout, teams must go to their lap judge to check their score. if in their

opinion, their scorecard is correct, any one team member must sign their scorecard there and

then. Once signed, teams are no longer allowed to query the score. Only one team member needs

to sign their scorecard.

alternatively, at the end of the workout, if the team go to check their score and believe there

has been a miscount or would like to query something, they must do so there and then. At which

point the head judge and if necessary, one of the umpires will have final say on whether any

adjustments are to be made to the score. oNCE A DECISION HAS BEEN MADE, one team member MUST

SIGN THE (UPDATED) SCORESHEET to acknowledge that they are happy with the recorded score. Once

again, Once signed, teams are no longer allowed to query the score. Only one team member needs

to sign their scorecard.

lap standards
a FULL LAP IS ONLY COMPLETE WHEN ONE MEMBER IN EACH PAIR HAS COMPLETED their 15m farmer's carry, log

zercher carry to the 15m line, FOLLOWed BY their 15m wheelbarrow walk TO THE 30M LINE and then THE

OTHER TEAM MEMBER IN EACH PAIR has completed their WHEELBARROW WALK FROM THE 30M LINE BACK TO THE 15M

LINE FOLLOWED BY THE 15m farmer’s carry & log carry back to the start line. tHEN, ONCE ALL IMPLEMENTS ARE

BACK AT THE START LINE, any two team MEMBERs COMPLETE the 100m running lap TOGETHER. if you do not

complete the 100m running lap, your lap will not count. 

hALF LAPS: A HALF LAP CAN BE ACHIEVED BY one partner in each pair completing their 2 carries to the 15m line

as well as their 15m length of the wheelbarrow walk followed by any two team mates completing the

100m running lap TOGETHER. sO FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU HAVE 2 MINUTES LEFT IN THE WORKOUT AND FEEL THAT YOU

CANNOT COMPLETE A FULL LAP, one athlete in each same sex pair can carry their farmer‘s blocks and log to

the 15m line, followed by their 15m wheelbarrow walk TO THE 30M LINE. ONCE COMPLETED, any two team

mates MUST THEN COMPLETE THE 100M RUNNING LAP WHILST THE OTHER team mates MUST REMAIN AT the 30m line

UNTIL THIS HALF LAP HAS BEEN VERIFIED BY THE LAP JUDGE (when completing the 100m running lap, please let

the lap judge know your lane number as well as that you are completing a half lap). 



in 20mins:

complete AS MANY INDIVIDUAL LAPS OF

THE 600M ASSAULT COURSE as

possible.*

*only TWO athleteS can work at

once.

SCORE: COMBINED NUMBER OF LAPS achieved by all

teammates ACROSS THE 20 MINUTES. 



assault course workout details
before the workout starts

aLL ATHLETES will be standing on their lane number. 

following the sound of 3,2,1 go!

any two members of the team will set off and attempt to

complete the 600m assault course (individually) while the

remaining team members wait ON THEIR LANE NUMBER. As soon as

an athlete completes the assault course, they can tag one of

their teammates in who can then set off and attempt to

complete the 600m assault course. All team mates will

continue this process for the full 20 minutes, trying to

accumulate as many individual laps as possible. pLEASE SEE THE

NEXT PAGE FOR INFORMATION ON QUARTER LAPS. 

EACH TIME AN athlete has completed A lap, THEY must then go

to the lap judge to get their lap counted, this must be done as

each lap is completed rather than cumulatively at the end.

Failure to do so may result in your total number of laps not

being counted.   



assault course workout details
workout rules

ONLY two ATHLETEs CAN be working on the assault course AT ANY ONE TIME. however, the laps do

not need to be completed as a 'you go i go' structure. I.e. the same athlete(s) can perform

multiple laps in a row, as long as tHERE IS ONLY EVER two team members working AT ONCE. Teams

will decide their own strategy.

If an athlete cannot complete an obstacle, he/she must complete an amount of penalty burpees

before moving forward (the amount will be dependant on the obstacle missed AND WILL BE

CLEARLY MARKED ON THE DAY).

mOVEMENT STANDARDS
aS THE ASSAULT COURSE REQUIRES MULTIPLE DAYS TO SET UP, WE ARE UNABLE TO CURRENTLY SHOW YOU A

VIDEO RUN-THROUGH OF THE COURSE. full details of the obstacles that will be included in the

assault course will be released closer to the event date. 

lap standards
A FULL LAP IS ONLY COMPLETE WHEN The individual has completed the 600m assault course and has

let the lap judge know they have completed the lap. if you do not let the lap judge know

immediately as the lap is completed, it MAY not be cOUNTED (iF athlete 1 IS PERFORMING 2 x 600M

LAPS IN A ROW, a non-working team mate MUST LET THE LAp JUDGE KNOW EACH TIME ATHLETE 1

COMPLETES A LAP).

quarter LAPS: 1/4, 1/2 and 3/4 laps CAN BE ACHIEVED. 

there will be 3 points clearly marked throughout the assault course that represent quarter

laps. the point that athletes reach on their final lap will be equal to the number of quarter

laps they receive. 

sO FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU HAVE 2 MINUTES LEFT IN THE WORKOUT AND FEEL THAT YOU CANNOT COMPLETE A

FULL LAP, there will be 3 points clearly marked on the course each representing a quarter of the

course. the quarter that you have successfully completed once the 20mins is completed will

equate to the number of quarter laps you receive as part of your total score.

 Once the 20min is completed, please make sure you verify with the correct quarter lap judge to

ensure you get the correct score, if you do not verify it with anyone, it may not be counted. 



assault course workout details
verifying your score - new for this year! 

at the end of this workout, teams must go to the head lap judge to check their score. if in their

opinion, their scorecard is correct, any one team member must sign their scorecard there and

then. Once signed, teams are no longer allowed to query the score. Only one team member needs

to sign their scorecard.

alternatively, at the end of the workout, if the team go to check their score and believe there

has been a miscount or would like to query something, they must do so there and then. At which

point the head judge and if necessary, one of the umpires will have final say on whether any

adjustments are to be made to the score. oNCE A DECISION HAS BEEN MADE, one team member MUST

SIGN THE (UPDATED) SCORESHEET to acknowledge that they are happy with the recorded score. Once

again, Once signed, teams are no longer allowed to query the score. Only one team member needs

to sign their scorecard.



half laps - mixed teams of 4
vo2 max 
A half lap can be achieved by a team member completing half of the 200m hill sprint. 

In order to do so, say for example there are 30 seconds left of the workout and the team feels they cannot achieve a full 200m hill sprint. So

long as a team member reaches the designated line at the top of the hill before the tImE is up, they will be awarded a half lap. The same will

also be awarded for aN ATHLETE THAT HAS REACHED THE TOP OF THE HILL SPRINT AND IS RETURNING BACK TO THE START POINT, but doesn‘t make it back

before the end of the workout. 

If two team members both reach the half way point before the workout ends, the team will receive two half laps.

Strength & Honour 
a half lap can be achieved by each SAME SEX pair within the team completing their 10 sandbag over shoulder & 20m sandbag carry followed by

any two team mates completing the 100m running lap TOGETHER

SO for example, if you have 2 minutes left in the 20 minutes, teams can make the decision to go for a half lap. in order to achieve this, pairs

must complete thEIR 10 SANDBAG OVER SHOULDER AS WELL AS THEIR 20M SANDBAG CARRY, FOLLOWED BY ANY TWO TEAM MEMBERS COMPLETING THE RUNNING

LAP TOGETHER. when completing the 100m running lap, please let the lap judge know your lane number as well as that you are completing a

half lap. thE HEAD JUDGE WIll THEN BE ABLE TO VERIFY THIS ONCE THE WORKOUT IS COMPLETED BY WHERE IMPLEMENTS ARE POSITIONED on the field. 

Unconventional beast
A HALF LAP CAN BE ACHIEVED BY one partner in each same sex pair completing their 2 carries to the 15m line as well as their 15m length of the

wheelbarrow walk followed by any two team mates completing the 100m running lap TOGETHER. 

sO FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU HAVE 2 MINUTES LEFT IN THE WORKOUT AND FEEL THAT YOU CANNOT COMPLETE A FULL LAP, one athlete in each same sex pair can

carry their farmer‘s blocks and log to the 15m line, followed by their 15m wheelbarrow walk TO THE 30M LINE. ONCE COMPLETED, any two team

mates MUST THEN COMPLE TE THE 100M RUNNING LAP WHILST THE team members MUST REMAIN AT 30m line UNTIL THIS HALF LAP HAS BEEN VERIFIED BY THE

LAP JUDGE (when completing the 100m running lap, please let the lap judge know your lane number as well as that you are completing a half

lap). 

brutal beat down
A HALF LAP CAN BE ACHIEVED BY PERFORMING the 10 synchronised burpee over line, BOTH MIXED PAIRS COMPLETING the 15m bear crawl tyre Pull and

ANY TWO TEAM MEMBERS COMPLETING THE 100m running. 

sO FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU HAVE 2 MINUTES LEFT IN THE WORKOUT AND FEEL THAT YOU CANNOT COMPLETE A FULL LAP, YOU CAN PERFORM THE FIRST half OF a full

lap (I.E. THE 10 synchronised burpees by the team and the 15m bear crawl tyre pull by each pair), ONCE THIS has been COMPLETED, ANY TWO TEAM

MATES MUST THEN COMPLETE THE 100M RUNNING LAP together . when completing the 100m running lap, please let the lap judge know your lane

number as well as that you are completing a half lap. thE HEAD JUDGE WIll THEN BE ABLE TO VERIFY THIS ONCE THE WORKOUT IS COMPLETED BY WHERE

IMPLEMENTS ARE POSITIONED on the field. 

the assault course
quarter laps will be awarded on the assault course - there will be 3 points clearly marked throughout the assault course that represent

quarter laps.  the nearest quarter that you have successfully completed once the 20mins is completed will equate to the number of quarter

laps you receive as part of your total score. please make sure that you verify with the correct quarter lap judge to ensure you get the

correct score, if you do not verify it with anyone, it may not be counted. 

if two team members each receive quarter laps, they will both be added to the overall team score. 


